Executive Council

- minutes emailed to members by the Monday of each week. (Congressional)
- first reading copies and reading currently the policy.

- John and Jaclyn would be responsible:
  - John might want to email minutes, agenda and
    first readings of legislation.
  - Second reading - copies for Congress members.
  - Victoria Bryant will be given more time for
    completion of Archivist's duties.

Anna: needs items for the seconds.

Boss: wants Exec Council to veto the ADA compliance legislation due to not following the format.

Debate

John: thinks that it would be easily achieved. Interpretation of law and by-laws suspended by law allowed for the bill's passage. (gave examples)

Boss: - the process?

John: - different interpretation, - should explain the process. The by-laws can be suspended for announced purposes.

"I can not ignore motions from the floor," - John.

Jamie: i don't think this is the bill that we need to use as an example.

we do not need to veto an ADA compliance resolution.
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→ Ross and John: have questions personally over the process and its uses. Talk privately about any concerns or problems.

Jamie: has been slightly conversation over topics.

- New schedule for exec cancil mtgs.
  - Monday: mtg @ 4:30p
  - Tuesday: last-minute coordination

- Jamie suggested a exec retreat, short one-day event.
  - Re-align goals and ideas, make a progress report.

adjourned at 5:30p.